Bob leaving the Salt Mines
A New Life of Wandering
Residence Hall Director
Vice Chancellor for Manure Management
Growing Undergraduate Education

It Begins and Ends with MISSION
Do we all see the Mission in the same way?
Do we all see the Mission in the same way?
Do we all see the Mission in the same way?
Starting out in the dark…
UC Davis MISSION

Teaching: think critically, objectively & creatively and to be life-long learners, engaged leaders and productive citizens

Research: to advance knowledge and to address state, national and global challenges

Public Service: through the generation, broad dissemination and application of knowledge
Where Does UE Fit Into the UC Davis Mission?
How do WE accomplish the UE mission, vision & goals?

The UE approach is envisioned to be:

- Proactive
- Evidence-Based
- Student-centered
- Built upon collaboration & cooperation
How do WE get there?
Stay on Course:
Constant Communication
Moving Out of Our Comfort Zone
Moving Out of Our Comfort Zone
Reasonable Risk Taking
Prepare for Challenges Along the Way
Prepare for Bumps in the Road
Prioritize Daily
Work Life Balance…
is made more possible thru Teamwork
Celebrate & Recognize
Achievements
The Pride of Accomplishment
The Pride of Accomplishment
The Pride of Accomplishment
To Be the Best at What You Do
To develop and accept the support of others
MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

DAILY NEWS
NEW YORK'S PICTURE NEWSPAPER

MEN WALK ON THE MOON

'One Small Step for Man,
One Giant Leap for Mankind

The Earth as seen from the surface of the Moon.
It is our Responsibilities
We Should take Seriously,
Not Ourselves
Now, a Word from Leia & Wookie
GO Undergraduate Education!
GO AGS!
Thank You,
and now, Back to Retirement!